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Rotella T4Triple Protection® Oil
The latest evolution in 
hardworking protection. Shell Rotella 
T4 Triple Protection buids upon the 
heritage of of Shell Rotella you have 
come to depend on.

Rotella T5® 
Synthetic-Blend Oil
This product contains Triple Protect 
Plus technology (advance additive 
technology plus sythetic base oils) to 
protect agains wear, deposits, oil 
breakdown, and provies better low 
tempature flow.

Rotella T6®  
Full Synthetic Oil
This product provides protection that 
can save money, without 
compromising engine protection or 
durability. T6 performs extremely well 
in heavy duty diesel engines even in 
extreme temperatures, meeting and 
exceeding industry standards.
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All Terrain™ Oil
Specially formulated for heavy duty diesel 
engines operating in extreme duty cycles 
or severe environmental contamination 
conditions such as experienced in mining, 
construction and agriculture.

PREMIUM BLUE One Solution 
Gen 2™ Synthetic-Blend Oil
Extensively tested as a premium blend 
engine oil developed thru close 
collaboration with Cummins to perform 
and protect engines fueled by diesel, 
natural gas, or gasoline.

PREMIUM BLUE Extreme™ 
Full-Synthetic Oil
A superior full synthetic engine oil that is 
exclusively endorsed and recommended 
by Cummins®. It’s designed to provide 
performance and protection in modern, 
emissions treatment equipped diesel 
engines, including those with Exhaust 
Gas Recirculation (EGR) and Diesel 
Particulate Filters (DPF).

DURON® HP Oil
A multigrade engine oil that has 
been proven time and again in 
the harshest operating 
conditions,delivering 
performance and protection.

DURON® SHP 
Synthetic-Blend Oil
DURON SHP is engineered to 
meet and exceed the demands 
of API CK-4. DURON SHP 
blends our uniquely advanced 
synthetic blend base oil 
technology with superior 
additives
DURON® UHP 
Full Synthetic Oil
A fully synthetic line of ultra 
high performance engine oils 
formulated to deliver new 
performance standards in 
extreme heavy-duty 
applications, on and off-road.

Allied MTX® Oil
Specially formulated to meet the increasingly demanding and complex requirements of the newest , most 
sophisticated technology, especially in harsher, off-highway applications.

Allied SynTX® Synthetic-Blend Oil
Built with advanced additive and synthetic oil technology. Formulated to perform beyond requirements and 
protect and prolong the life of newer engines with advanced emission systems.

Allied SynTX® Full-Synthetic Oil
A quality formula that provides all around enhanced engine protection to protect longer than conventional motor 
oil formulas however they are completely compatible and can be interchanged without damage.
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